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Abstract

We present a paradigm for interactive
teacher training that leverages multimodal
dialog technology to puppeteer custom-
designed embodied conversational agents
(ECAs) in student roles. We used the
open-source multimodal dialog system
HALEF to implement a small-group class-
room math discussion involving Venn di-
agrams where a human teacher candidate
has to interact with two student ECAs
whose actions are controlled by the dialog
system. Such an automated paradigm has
the potential to be extended and scaled to
a wide range of interactive simulation sce-
narios in education, medicine, and busi-
ness where group interaction training is es-
sential.

1 Introduction

There has been significant work in the research
and development community on the use of em-
bodied conversational agents (ECAs) and social
robots to enable more immersive conversational
experiences. This effort has led to the devel-
opment of multiple software platforms and so-
lutions for implementing embodied agents (Rist
et al., 2004; Kawamoto et al., 2004; Thiebaux
et al., 2008; Baldassarri et al., 2008; Wik and Hjal-
marsson, 2009). More recently, there has also
been a push towards developing ECAs that are
empathetic (Fung et al., 2016) and are directed
toward specific educational applications such as
computer-assisted language learning (CALL) (Lee
et al., 2010), including the possibility of provid-
ing targeted feedback to participants (Hoque et al.,
2013). The degree of realism and immersiveness
of the interaction experience can elicit varying be-
haviors and responses from users depending on
the nature and design of the virtual interlocutor
(Astrid et al., 2010).

Figure 1: Screenshot of the two virtual student
avatars that teacher candidates interact with

2 Task Design

The task we used for our prototype implemen-
tation asks participants to imagine themselves in
the role of a 2nd grade teacher leading a class-
room discussion on the purpose and function of
Venn diagrams with two ECAs designed to be-
have as students (see Figure 1). We provided par-
ticipants with a stimulus Venn diagram (shown
in Figure 2) in which one item, fish, is purpose-
fully placed in the wrong place to serve as a cat-
alyst for a small-group discussion. The learning
goals for the discussion are to effectively evalu-
ate the Venn diagram for its accuracy, while con-
sidering the similarities and differences between
lakes and oceans. Further, one of the ECAs is
designed to manifest a certain misunderstanding
of this particular Venn diagram—that fish belongs
outside all the circles—but the ECA does not re-
veal this misunderstanding unless it is asked to
comment. The teacher candidate must engage
both students in conversation, diagnose potential
misunderstandings, and then correct those misun-
derstandings through dialog interactions.
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Figure 2: The Venn diagram that the trainee dis-
cusses with the ECAs
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Figure 3: The HALEF multimodal dialog frame-
work with ECAs to support educational learning
and assessment applications.

3 System Design and Implementation

This section first describes our existing dialog
framework. It then discusses the authoring pro-
cess, in which the final step is integration of the 3D
classroom user interface (UI) with the HALEF di-
alog system1. Note that work described in this pa-
per builds on our previous efforts in building vir-
tual avatars for job interviewing (see for example
(Ramanarayanan et al., 2016; Cofino et al., 2017)).
While designing such experiences for users and
authors, we aim for several high-level goals:

• The simulation must be available to potential
users across the globe with as little setup as
possible. This goal implies that we avoid re-
quiring software to be installed, if possible,

1http://halef.org

and that we make the experience as accessi-
ble as possible.

• The activity must be realistic and immer-
sive. Research has shown that engagement
is higher with on-screen ECAs than without
(and higher yet with physical embodiments
such as robots) (Sidner et al., 2005; Rich and
Sidner, 2009), and higher engagement might
provide more effective training.

• The authoring tools/resources must be as
open, low-cost, easy-to-use, and well-
supported as possible.

• It must be possible to control the ECAs re-
motely from the HALEF system and to sync
the mouth motions and gestures of the ECAs
with the audio of the ECAs’ speech.

To fulfill these goals, we decided to use the
Unity 3D2 authoring tool, because it allows a game
to be built as a WebGL3 resource that can be
hosted in a web page, thereby saving users from
having to install anything. The following subsec-
tions describe how we integrated a Unity WebGL
resource with HALEF.

3.1 Resources for Authoring
We used the Blender 3D modeling tool4 to cre-
ate several of our scenes and ECAs5. We also
explored creating animations through the motion-
capture capabilities of Microsoft Kinect. While
both these methods are effective and complement
each other, we found both of these to have a
steeper learning curve than application design-
ers (content matter experts who are not neces-
sarily expert software engineers) might find ac-
ceptable, and they both require substantial time
and expertise to develop ECAs of optimal qual-
ity. Therefore, going forward, we will work to-
ward creating and maintaining an open repository
of scenes, characters, and animations created by
game-authoring experts6.

When scenes, characters, and animations are
assembled in Unity and built, they are still non-
responsive because there is no way of sending
commands (yet). One must add code to the web

2https://unity3d.com/
3https : //developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/WebGL API
4https://www.blender.org
5We worked off assets originally created for us by Mur-

sion, Inc.
6The public repository might not include the 3D models

shown here as they are proprietary.
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Figure 4: Crowdsourced ratings aggregated from 146 calls during user acceptance tests on Amazon
Mechanical Turk.

page to receive commands over the network, as
well as to the Unity files in order to route com-
mands to a particular character. We bundled code
to support these functions into a new Unity ”We-
bGL template” that is easy to import into new
Unity projects. The code includes a JSON config-
uration file that specifies all information required
to connect to the HALEF dialog system. After
an author imports this template, she updates the
HTML, CSS, and JSON to fit the task (e.g. show-
ing a static image of a Venn diagram), she builds
the template as a ”WebGL build”, and the result is
a set of files comprising a website.

For the backend, the author creates a dia-
log callflow using the Eclipse-based OpenVXML
toolkit7; the author exports the callflow as a Java-
based WAR file and HALEF hosts it on an Apache
Tomcat server, similar to the way many HTML-
only applications that have dynamic server-based
logic are hosted.

To control ECAs from a callflow, the callflow
must have nodes containing scripts that send com-
mands over the network to the website. These
commands include references to animations that
should be triggered, as well as the ECA that
should perform them. When an ECA speaks, the
command that triggers the audio and mouth mo-
tions just identifies the ECA and the audio file.
Part of front-end configuration is a sequence of
animation-like “blendshape” settings to move the
mouth into different phoneme-related shapes (this
sequence of blendshape settings is generated from

7https://sourceforge.net/p/halef/openvxml

a forced alignment speech recognition tool that is
currently proprietary).

4 User Acceptance Tests

We used the Amazon Mechanical Turk crowd-
sourcing platform to do user acceptance testing
(UAT). We collected data from 146 crowd workers
interacting with the ECAs. Following their inter-
action, the workers were also requested to rate, on
a scale from 1–5 (with 1 being least satisfactory
and 5 being most satisfactory), the following:

1. ECA Lifelikeness: How realistic and life-like
were the ECAs over the course of the interac-
tion?

2. Appropriateness: How appropriate were the
system (or ECAs’) responses to the questions
posed by the user?

3. Engagement: How engaged were users while
interacting with the ECAs?

4. Authenticity: How authentic were the re-
sponses of the ECAs, considering that they
were supposed to represent students?

5. Overall Experience: How was the overall
user experience interacting with the applica-
tion?

Figure 4 plots the results of this user survey. We
observe that users gave predominantly positive rat-
ings to all aspects of the survey, with a majority
proportion assigning ratings of 4 or 5. This also
suggests that the lifelikeness of the ECAs and the
appropriateness of system responses warranted the
most improvement.
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5 Conclusions

We have presented a multimodal dialog-based
teacher training application involving more than
one virtual agent to create an immersive and in-
teractive classroom simulation experience. Future
work will look at leveraging the results of our user
acceptance tests to improving the naturalness of
the ECAs and the interaction, as well as in design-
ing the simulation to be more adaptable to the en-
gagement level of users. We will also explore the
addition of more student avatars and different sit-
uational contexts.
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